[Distinctive features of the self-association of deoxyhexanucleotide 5'-D(GpCpApTpGpC) in aqueous solution: 1H NMR analysis].
The self-association of self-complementary deoxyhexanucleotide d(GCATGC) was investigated in aqueous salt solution. Homonuclear 1H NMR correlation spectroscopy (2D-TOCSY and 2D-NOESY) was used for complete assignments of nonexchangeable protons of the hexamer. The equilibrium reaction constants and thermodynamical parameters of duplex d(GCATGC)2 formation were determined from experimental concentration and temperature dependences of proton chemical shifts of the deoxyhexanucleotide. Distinctive features of the concentration dependences in the range of small concentrations at relatively low temperatures of solution enable one to assume that one single-stranded hexamer sequence forms a compact structure (similar to a hairpin) in aqueous solution. A possible spatial hairpin structure of the hexamer was proposed. Comparative analysis of the experimental and theoretical (using the "nearest neighbor" model) thermodynamical parameters of duplex formation was made.